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Introduction
Caring for any building presents many challenges. Within a construction
market which is driven by increasing land values and profit-motivated
building activity, simply locating tradespersons can be difficult. There is
a heavy focus on compliance with increasingly complex planning documents. These factors are compounded in community building management, where well-intentioned (but often time-poor) volunteers are relied
upon to initiate and oversee repairs. Property maintenance can lapse to
the point that repairs become costly. Heritage listing adds another layer
of complexity to the care of a building and the decision-making surrounding it.
This guide is designed to support local congregations in looking after
their heritage-listed church property, to empower members of the congregation to make management decisions for their building based on
sound heritage principles, and to help congregations identify what they
can do themselves, and when to call in specialist assistance.
Heritage churches are valued by congregations as well as broader communities for their aesthetic contributions to the environment, their role in the
history of a locality, and as places of worship, association and meaning.
Respecting these values in caring for a church building fulfills stewardship by the congregations of today for future generations. A well-maintained building is necessary to the church’s ministry, and contributes to the
broader issue of environmental sustainability.
This guide supports the information presented in the Maintenance, Management & Ministry series of workshops held during February and March
2019 in Sydney, Canberra, Grafton and Orange. It was prepared by a
team from Hector Abrahams Architects Pty Ltd, Hector Abrahams and
Tristan Ryan, in association with Meg Quinlisk, Consultant Historian.
The workshops and related resources were commissioned by Synod
Office, a division of the Uniting Church in Australia, Synod of NSW
and ACT, with funding assistance by the NSW Government through
the Heritage Near Me program.

Windsor Uniting Church
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What is heritage conservation?
Many places possess tangible and intangible characteristics, associations and meanings which are important to people. These characteristics
are described as the significance, or value, of a place. Conservation
refers to all the processes which are involved in caring for the significance
of a place. This can include restoration and renovation, as well as maintenance and even the way in which changes and new building works are
approached.
In order to identify the significance of a place, it is necessary to understand its history, its appearance, the way people feel about it today and
how people felt about it in the past. It is also necessary to understand its
physical characteristics and what factors influenced the development of
the place over time. Another dimension of significance comes into focus
when comparing a place with other places in the same category, to identify whether it is, for example, a good or rare example of its type.
Significance is separate from a place’s condition. Even places in very
poor condition may continue to embody the associations and meanings
which make it significant. It is not necessarily the case that diminished
condition equates with diminished heritage value. Sometimes a building’s
poor condition can make it difficult to understand the attributes that make
it important.
Governments at all levels create lists of places that are significant. Such
heritage listing is intended to safeguard significance. It denotes an interest by the broader community in preserving a place for future generations. Local heritage listing brings additional scrutiny by consent authorities when changes are proposed, and at the state level of heritage listing,
the approvals process becomes even more complex.
What are the challenges for church properties?
Churches are built for a purpose, suited to the worship practices of their
time. As different forms of church life arise in modern society, the suitability
of historic buildings for contemporary purposes is called into question.
Historic churches are often made using materials or techniques which are
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no longer commonly used, practiced or understood. On the other hand,
most churches are built to a high standard, to the point that they can withstand an amount of neglect and still be habitable, or are so durable that
they appear to not need maintenance. Churches also often come with
special furniture and fittings. Sometimes the care of these items requires
specialised skills (as in the case of organ maintenance).
Churches are often under the management of a group of stewards, and
with changing personnel it can be difficult to retain important communal
knowledge about the care of the building. Limited financial resources,
dwindling membership, lack of direct oversight and intermittent use of a
church building all put pressure on its long-term viability. For example,
in large, rural presbyteries, each minister may serve a dozen or more
congregations. The Uniting Church in Australia, by virtue of unification of
three denominations in 1977, has a natural surplus of worship spaces and
manses.
Uniting Church in Australia property is owned centrally by a Synod property trust. Church councils (acting on behalf of congregations) are the
beneficial stewards of their own church property, and are generally responsible for management and maintenance of these buildings. Uniting
Church property regulations require that church councils conduct an annual property review to establish their buildings’ state of repair. In practice, congregations tend to report to the Presbytery or Synod only when
things go wrong. The Synod may step in where a building is deemed
unsafe, but this is seen a last resort.
Principles
The National Property Policy of the Uniting Church in Australia (2010) sets
out the fundamental principle that all church property belongs to God,
and is cared for by the church as stewards. Property is considered to be
‘a resource in the ministry and mission of the whole people of God.’
Underpinning best heritage practice is the concept of ‘doing as much as
necessary and as little as possible’ in order to conserve significance. This
means that often a subtle or simple solution is the best one for heritage
outcomes.
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Properly understanding the significance of a place is essential to making
good decisions about it. Some elements or components of a place are
more or less integral to its significance. It follows that change should be
confined to areas of less importance.
Allowing congregation members the opportunity to contribute to making
major decisions about church property is required by the Property Regulations. Additionally, it is important to consider the views of other communities for whom the place may have cultural significance.
For strategic or long-term planning, or to assist with complex situations,
it may be useful to involve someone with particular expertise in heritage
management to provide guidance. It is important to document decisions
as they are made, and to report on outcomes.

Trinity Uniting Church, Strathfield
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Models of management for heritage church properties
There are many management options available to stewards of heritage
church buildings. A few of these are outlined below.
Maintain as-is. This is a useful approach when the building is serving its
ministry and mission purposes, and the congregation has healthy membership and active governance in place.
Incremental, or subtle changes can often alleviate much bigger-seeming problems. For example, rather than removing all of the traditional
pews in favour of more modern seating, the existing pews can be adapted to be more comfortable, or only a few could be removed to allow
for a more flexible seating area within the space. Just putting one thing
right helps everyone relax about the things that are wrong. This is often
the case with church lighting. Simply replacing light bulbs, or cleaning the
stained glass windows will improve the quality of light inside, without the
need for expensive new lighting systems.
Similarly, attending to good housekeeping can enhance the feel of a
space. Objects of little importance can gather a certain status just because they have been in the building for a long time. Conscientiously deciding what to keep inside the space, and what to remove, will help give
the feeling of a neat, arranged interior. Instead of storing equipment in the
empty corner at the back, consider removing these items and re-arranging the pews to create a sense of a cohesive, rather than ad hoc, interior.
Ventilation, cleaning, updating signage, taking down the Christmas decorations and thoughtful storage are all housekeeping solutions to much
bigger-seeming problems.
More substantial physical changes may be guided by the concept of
returning to an earlier configuration. For example, returning churches
to stylistically appropriate (or earlier) colour schemes can lead to a better-looking, happier building. Introduced dados, chair rails, and protective perspex screens to stained glass windows can be detrimental to the
building’s appearance and have ceased to serve a purpose.
Buildings which are surplus to need, redundant, or unable to be main6
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tained may be reactivated by finding a new use or a new mission. A last
resort would be to divest of the building.
Multiple management approaches may be at work in one building at
any one time. It will be necessary to balance the principles of ministry and
heritage conservation with other constraints and opportunities, such as the
financial resources available and the condition of the building.
Tools for heritage management
Several tools are available to assist congregations to implement sound
heritage management practices.
Maintenance—both planning for it and carrying it out—is essential. It is
worthwhile to identify as a first step what you are already doing to maintain the building. To assist with monitoring the condition of buildings, regular inspections should be scheduled and carried out. Recording maintenance and repair activities against the inspection schedule will aid in
monitoring the outcome of any work.
There are several important maintenance activities which are able to be
carried out by the congregation members themselves, such as tending
the garden, cleaning the building regularly and taking care of doors and
windows. Other regular maintenance activities, such as clearing the gutters, are easily carried out by a tradesperson. There are certain issues
which will always need good advice to solve. Anything to do with water—damp (rising and falling), leaks and floods—indicates the need for
specialist advice. Any large or expensive project, like new roofing, is best
done with outside advice, as is anything to do with electrics and disabled
access. Special objects like stained glass window or organ care typically need specialist guidance. And independent advice is recommended
when contemplating new development.
Most local councils in New South Wales employ Heritage Advisors who
are available to provide assistance to owners of heritage-listed properties. Their knowledge can be a valuable resource to drawn on, to assist
with locating consultants and tradespersons with traditional building skills,
and to advise on necessary development application procedures.
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Some congregations may wish to document their heritage management
decisions in a Conservation Management Strategy (or, for more complex sites, Conservation Management Plan). Specialist assistance is useful in creating such a document, but it is not essential in all cases. See
Resources (below) for a template Conservation Management Strategy.
Synod Office can help with advice on engaging heritage professionals to prepare conservation management documents, guidance on
maintenance and repairs, and information on state and local council
grant funding.
In closing
To manage a community resource well in the 21st century is a delicate
balance of vision, resourcing, consultation, consensus, courage and
stamina. The Maintenance, Management & Ministry series of workshops
equips congregations to plan for their building maintenance needs. Congregations will find that when the maintenance is attended to, and there
is active management in place, the congregation’s building may become
fully integrated in its ministry.

Jamberoo Uniting Church
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Further resources

The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance (The Burra
Charter ), 2013
www.australia.icomos.org/publications/charters/
Annual Property Maintenance Checklist , Synod Office,
UCA NSW/ACT Synod
nswact.uca.org.au/media/4402/annual-property-maintenence-checklist-revised.pdf
Church Buildings: Guidelines for their Care and Conservation ,
NSW Heritage Office, 1998
Hard copy available to order shop.nsw.gov.au/shopnsw/pubdetails.jsp?publication=9275
Electronic copy may be obtained from Synod Office.
Preparing a Maintenance Plan , NSW Heritage Office, 2004
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/maintenance11preparingplan.pdf
Principles of Conservation Work on Heritage Places , NSW Heritage Office,
1999
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/
Heritage/principles-of-conservation-work-on-heritage-places.pdf
The Uniting Church Historical Society
www.nswact.uca.org.au/about-us/the-historical-society/

The Maintenance of Heritage Assets Inspection Schedule ,
NSW Heritage Office 1998
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/research-and-publications/publications-search/the-maintenance-of-heritage-assets-inspection-schedule
Conservation Management Strategy template, NSW Heritage Office
Part One : www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/CMSpart1investigation.pdf
Part Two : www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/CMSpart2policy.pdf
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